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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem of Urban Areas 

The end of the 20th century is fast approaching, and it is sig

nificant to note the change in emphasis in the nature of municipal 

management during this century. Municipal management has traditionally 

been the role of public servant, but the role is changing to a function 

as a controller or planner for the development of the community. This 

role is an evolving role and is characterized by the following: (1) the 

struggle to maintain control over problem areas in urban living condi

tions; (2) the labor to provide preventive maintenance of potential 

problems; and (3) the guide or lead to development of the entire com

munity. For these reasons, municipalities are users of large amounts 

of information and in turn produce volumes of statistical data. The 

problem of urban areas has been caused by the great migration from the 

farm to the concentrated industrial urban areas. This migration is a 

2 
cause for concern because proper planning has not been used. To solve 

"̂ Rudolph E. Hirsch, "The Value of Information," The Journal of 
Accountancy, June, 1968, p. Al. 

^"What Kind of City Do We Want?", Nation's Cities, April, 1967, 
p. 18. 



these problems in planning, municipal governments are now using vast 

resources to solve the problems in public safety and public health 

caused by the migration. In order to solve the problems in urgan 

America, the processing of data has increased in importance. 

Processing of Data 

The need for information by administrative levels of municipal 

governments has created the need for a management information system. 

Due to various attempts by others, an exact definition of municipal 

information systems will not be attempted, but the following suggestion 

for a definition comes from Adrian M. McDonough and Leonard J. Garrett: 

A management information system accumulates, processes, 
stores, and transmits data to relevant people in the 
organization, informing them and thereby becoming infor
mation. 3 

To process data, municipalities have employed a variety of methods or 

systems. The primary methods are: (1) manual methods; (2) mechanical 

methods; (3) machine accounting; and (A) third generation computers. 

Systems for Handling Data 

Data information flow into a municipality from a variety of 

communication channels which include the following: (1) receipt of 

mail; (2) telephone, telegraph, and teletype; (3) internal memos; and • 

(A) transmission of information.^ Systems for handling data coming 

3 
Adrian M. McDonough and Leonard J. Garrett, Management Systems 

Working Concepts and Practices CHomewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 
Inc., 1965), p. A. 

^John Dearden and F. Warren McFarlan, Management Information 
Systems (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1966), pp. 3-A. 



through communication channels include manual systems, mechanical 

systems, and high-speed data processing systems. The systems evolve 

from a need to process data more effeciently. 

Manual Method of Data Processing 

The utilization of pen or pencil in the basic procedures of rec

ording, classifying, and sorting data provides a definition for manual 

data processing. Included in this definition are manually operated 

machines. Manual data processing finds an effective use for specialized 

forms, carbons, mark sensing, and other methods which ease handling of 

large volumes. This desire to ease handling procedures provided the 

transition to mechanical methods. 

Mechanical Methods of Data Processing 

The same requirements for manual processing are handled with 

greater speed and accuracy with mechanical methods. An example of 

mechanical data processing is a simple bookkeeping machine. This 

machine can prepare a water bill, accounts receivable listing, and 

post cash receipts on an individual's ledger card. The machine will 

carry balances and provide an up-date on totals. This helps to cut 

down on errors in writing bills, posting receipts, and corrections. 

The electronic bookkeeping machine is a better machine and will do 

more jobs at one time which again reduces possible errors. The need 

for faster output of data leads to machine accounting or tabulating 

equipment. 



Machine Accounting 

Machine accounting uses a punched card which is read by the 

machine, and the machine prints information which is controlled by 

a control panel. Punched card equipment is good when used in a 

repeative procedure such as utility billing. Machine accounting is 

slow and is limited by punched card input as well as the size of the 

punched card. Machine accounting placed an important emphasis upon 

and required machine companies to provide better equipment. The 

development of the computer came through an evolution led by the 

desire for speed of output data. 

The manual system of data processing has remained an important 

part of data processing. Small communities have had to rely upon 

these and refine them because of the increased cost in handling of 

data. The mechanical system of accounting machines have continued 

in use because they are cheap to operate and dependable. A definite 

refinement to the mechanical system has been the automatic accounting 

machine. These systems are reliable and all three have been a benefit 

for small communities, but the limitations on input and output have 

required municipalities to go into the area of high-speed data pro-

8 
cessing equipment with emphasis upon computers. 

•̂ C. Orville Elliott and Robert S. Wasley, Business Information 
Processing Systems (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965), 
p. 61. 

^Ibid., p. 91. 

7lbid., p. 92. 

% . Bruce Joplin, "The Accountant's Role in Management Information 
Systems," The Journal of Accountancy, March, 1966, p. A3. 



Before describing systems for large towns, a brief mention must 

be made about systems used in communities which are not concerned with 

rapid growth. Problems in these communities can easily be handled 

without huge outlays of cash. A system should be designed that will 

accommodate the necessary leaders without placing an unnecessary burden 

upon the citizens to pay for the operation of the system. A good sound 

accounting system can be designed to provide the data and information 

q 

needed. Reports are designed to give the information needed for day-

to-day operation. Anticipation of needs is good as long as it is proper 

anticipation. With this in mind, a community can build upon its account

ing system as the town grows and needs are increased. It can gain from 

the experience of others by eliminating unnecessary duplication and 

work. 

Third Generation Computers 

This thesis has been written to accommodate towns and cities with 

an eye upon third and fourth generation computers. This type of com

puter has vast capabilities and is limited only by the amount of invest

ment to be made. The third generation computer is used when talking 

about a total system, real-time system, integrated data processing, and 

memory ability. 

The total system describes a situation in which data generated 

at any point is automatically entered and analyzed by a central com-

9 
Roy Pope, "Common Sense and the Accounting System for the Small 

and Medium-Sized Cities," Texas Town and City, February, 1967, p. 9. 



puter. Semantics again have played upon the minds of writers. The 

term total system is hard to define but will have the following char

acteristics: CI) random access computer files carry up-to-date data; 

(2) environment changes and transactions are recorded immediately and 

read into the computer; (3) impact of internal and external events are 

evaluated as data are received; (A) useful reports are produced at 

appropriate intervals with reports available upon request; and (5) data 

processing is online in real time. A total system is an expensive 

operation and is only feasible for very large communities. 

A system is real-time if a request for information is sent to the 

computer and received back within the time allowed for acting upon the 

information. With online equipment, the data files, input-output 

devices, and programs are connected directly to the computer for imme

diate update. 

An integrated data processing approach means an efficient use of 

data with a minimum of effort. Once the .data is entered, it does not 

1 o 

need to be recorded. This system is very important to municipalities 

Memory of Computers 

The memory of a computer is an extremely vital part of a computer 

and its capabilities. The memory stores instructions and data and 

Gordon B. Davis, An Introduction to Electronic Computers (New 
York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. 32. 

•'••̂ Ibid.. p. 31. 

•'•̂ Ibid., p. 30. 



provides the ability to offer the data when called upon to deliver 

or supply the instructions. The computer has internal and external 

memories. These memories act like an individual's memory. The com

puter has an external memory capable of storing vast amounts of data 

in excess of its internal capacity. A human's capacity for internal 

information is limited but its external information is too great to 

try and carry in the head. The capacity of a computer is dependent 

upon its memory ability from internal and external sources. 

Mechanization does not assure the municipality of a management 

information system, but it can be an important step and must be plc.nned. 

Management information systems are not cure-alls and a realistic atti

tude has to be maintained by anyone who authorizes the designs these 

13 

systems. Two types of management information systems are presently 

in use. The first type is a management operating system and is used 

to produce working papers. The second type is a management reporting 

system and is used in the making of decisions. Mechanization enables 

communities to improve the efficiency of routine data processing. Impor

tant and comprehensive data concerning characteristics of the community 

influences decision and mechanization of the system to fulfill the 

requirements placed upon the system by administrators. 

Organization of the Thesis 

To build the management information system for a municipal govern

ment, the same prerequisites are necessary as prevail in a commercial 

•fIcDonough and Garrett, Management Systems, p. 8. 
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venture. The thesis is designed to cover the basis for establishing 

an information system. The second chapter is devoted to the conversion 

of data into information and economic principles concerning the gather

ing of data for a problem definition. The third chapter gives the 

activity of municipal governments. Decision-making information is 

covered in chapter four. Requirements of higher governmental units 

are covered in chapter five. The fallacies of information systems, 

future of information systems, and the summary are covered in chapter 

six. Just as a total system is hard to define it is equally hard to 

state the absolute in development of an information system. 

The Purpose and Scope of Thesis 

The accountant must sharpen every tool he has and help to solve 

problems for management. Management information systems have grown 

from accounting records. Municipal governments present the same type 

of problems as modern business with more emphasis upon service to the 

entire community. The purpose of this thesis is to show the need and 

development of management information systems for municipalities. 

Emphasis has not been placed upon equipment needed for the complete 

operation. The scope of the thesis is limited to governmental trans

actions and decisions needed for day-to-day operations as well as long-

term decisions. This study will not prescribe exact procedures for 

every situation, but the study was designed to handle common problems 

that are presented each day. Due to the frequent use of the term 

management information systems, an abbreviated form (M.I.S.) is used 

in the remaining chapters of this thesis. 



CHAPTER II 

CONVERSION OF DATA INTO INFORMATION AND ECONOMIC 
-' -FACTORS INVOLVED IN CONVERSION 

In order to provide the proper information for managers, the 

complex problem arises as to data to be utilized. Data and infor

mation are overworked terms and are often used as synonymous terms. 

To establish an information system, the difference between the two 

must be stated. In this chapter,the terms are defined as they apply 

to this thesis. Also, the conversion of data into information centers 

evolving around the input of raw data, the output from the data, and 

the equipment used for input and output are discussed. The economic 

factors provide pressing problems in handling data to accommodate 

reports in a M.I.S. for administrators. 

Definition of Data 

According to Kohler, the word "data" means "facts". As defined, 

this takes an unlimited picture. Such a broad definition does not pro-
« 

vide the workable limits needed to give emphasis in certain areas of 

M.I.S. A better and more workable definition may be gained with rele

vant data. A broad definition of relevant data would mean data which 

Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accountants (3d ed.; Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 158. 
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will lead to an optimum decision. This definition gives emphasis 

to the point that quantity does not compare to the quality of data. 

Establishment of an efficient M.I.S. is dependent upon relevant data 

of quality. 

Definition of Information 

The use of working definitions in this thesis requires a similar 

definition for information as data. The following definition has been 

presented by McDonough: "Information is the measure of the net value 

obtained from the process of matching the elements of a present pro-

16 blem with appropriate elements of data.' 

This definition combined with the meaning of relevant data pro

vides the basis for a M.I.S. The concept of M.I.S. is based upon 

important data for problem solutions as well as normal operating 

affairs. To obtain pertinent information with a minimum of collection 

time the cost is the purpose of information generation. 

Input of Raw Data 

Input of data into a system begins the search for information. 

Media used for input are numerous. In order to process data, the 

15 
Hector R. Anton and Peter A. Firmin, eds., Contemporary Issues 

in Cost Accounting (Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), 
p. 6. 

16 
Adrian M. McDonough, Information Economics and Management Systems 

(New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1963), p. 76. 

Gerlad Nadler, Work Systems Design: The Ideals Concept (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967), p. 100. 
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18 
equipment must receive them in an understandable form. Methods of 

input presently used are: (1) punch card, (2) paper tape, (3) magnetic 

tape, (A) magnetic drum, (5) magnetic strips, (6) magnetic cores, 

(7) cathode-ray tubes, (8) online analog computers, (9) console type

writers, and (10) optical scanning devices. Each media has advantages 

and disadvantages, however, only a brief discussion is provided in this 

thesis to review the important media. 

The Hollerith punched card is the most common input media. A 

position in memory for the punched card is a punched hole. The output 

of the card will have the same positions printed as they have been 

punched. This is commonly called a print field. The transfer of the 

card image will result in the input data being placed in memory in pre-

established locations. The programmer knows where the read area of 

print-out will be located. Punched cards can be round holes or rectan

gular shaped. The Remington Univac has a round hole card-read while 

other systems have rectangular systems. -The punched card system has 

not lost its importance because it is still a useful system for medium 

sized municipalities. New media cost place limits on the size system 

available for certain communities. 

Paper tape media have holes punched just as a punched card or 

special characters which can be read by machine. The paper tape has 

not been used as widely as the punched card. 

18 
Elias M. Awad, Business Data Processing (Englewood Cliffs, New 

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 31. 
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Magnetic tape has become an important input media as it is not 

as expensive when compared to other media. Metal and plastic tapes 

are used although plastic tapes are most common. It is the same con

cept as the tape recorder. The transfer of data from tape to memory 

is at a much higher speed than with punched card. Cards require storage 

space and tape is more compact. Tape is reusable. Data is placed in 

sequential order which means that information retrieval is slow. Actual 

speed is dependent upon several factors, but the tape is slower than 

magnetic discs and drums. 

For speed, the magnetic drum and disc give best results. These 

media are used in real time and online systems as speed is necessary. 

The drum spins at a high speed to make data readily available. The 

disc is similar to the drum and data is in random access. 

The remaining media are not as important to the development of 

the M.I.S. For speed and access to data, the magnetic drum and disc 

are the most important. Large systems generally use these media. Medium 

size systems use the tape while small systems use card input. Appendix 

A is provided with detail concerning the media and equipment used to 

handle the input. 

The importance of data has been reviewed, and the equally important 

input of data through certain media has been expressed to alarm the 

designer of a system to not go over these lightly. The storage of data 

is important to the retrieval of information and for use in the manage

ment information system. 

19 Davis, Introduction to Computers, p. 179. 
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Output from Data 

A basic assumption is made that the intiial input of data is for 

eventual output for some report. The eventual output for a municipal 

government is in a form such as checks, licenses, tax bills, water 

bills, and management reports. Printers for output have capabilities 

in a range from one hundred lines per minute to several thousand lines 

a minute. New devices are entering the market which allow visual pre

sentation of data for review. Numerical data can be displayed in a 

graphic form and photographed for a permanent record. In their book 

of readings, Anton and Firmin had one reading which suggested the 

following questions to be asked: 

1. What are the objectives of the organization as a whole? 

2. Who are the executives who are expected to seek such 
objectives? What are their spheres of responsibility? 

3. What data can be provided to help them toward making 
individual decisions that will harmonize with and spur 
them toward overall company objectives?20 

The basic assumption is that output provides essential information, 

The need for timely information in this listing has been neglected, but 

timely information, in the form of reports, is a necessity. Reporting 

to management is generally not effective for the following reasons: 

1. Reports are prepared too late. 

2. Reports are too voluminous. 

3. Reports are not properly interpreted or analyzed. 

A. Reports contain the wrong data. 

20 
Anton and Firmin, Cost Accounting, p. 8. 
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Reporting can be effective if the above statements are realized 

to be true in a majority of cases. The output must provide a reporting 

Fig. 1.—Areas of Responsibilities for Reports 

system that will pinpoint problems, provide control, and provide dir

ection. Figure 1 portrays the areas of responsibilities for design of 

reports with a broad base for operating levels, concise reports for the 

general public, and a combination of the .two for the executive level. 

In the design of the information system, this triangle and its 

implications are used to provide the reports that are a necessity. The 

designer of a system and provider of reports must remember that each 

level provides a different problem of communication as reports are 

designed for the people that use them. Essential factors are present 

in a good reporting system. Among the important factors that should be 

considered in the design of reports are: (1) strategic factors defined; 

(2) external and internal information provided; (3) comparative data 

provided; (A) responsibilities recognized; (5) reports timely; and (6) 
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simplicity in communications followed. A M.I.S. must give the best 

and most appropriate information at the proper time. 

Equipment for Input and Output 

Equipment design and utilization are to be at the optimal point 

if maximum results are desired. Appendix A gives a list of input and 

output equipment. The equipment available is limited only by the 

financial requirements of the municipality. One problem noted is the 

problem of too large a system. Carelessness develops or can develop 

through improper use of the equipment. Computers have capabilities 

to process data at • a speed permitting real-time operations and the 

capabilities will increase. The actual speed of processing data ranges 

from hundreds of cycles per minutes in punch cards to millions of cycles 

per second in large computers. A multi-function central processing unit 

can perform several functions at the same time. This multi-function 

gives the flexibility needed in a complete system. 

Guiding Principles of Data Processing 

Richard A. Kaiman outlined seven principles used in the deter

mination of a data processing system. These principles are as follows: 

1. To collect and process all the data that an organi
zation might generate is financially unsound. 

2. Inadequate supply of essential data can lead to the 
failure of the organization. 

3. Data should be collected in stages. 

A. Data recorded should not re-record at other stages. 

5. Information must be related to another item or fact. 
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6. Data should be recorded in a manner appropriate to 
eventual use. 

7. Information should be collected, arranged, stored, 
retrieved, and manipulated in such a way as to 
satisfy the goals and objectives of the institution 
economically and efficiently.21 

These principles give a concise opinion as to the effect of 

properly designed system for input of data and output of information. 

Solutions to the problem of report generation depend to a great extent 

upon the cost of generating reports from relevant data. 

Economics of Gathering Information 

To gather relevant information in an economical manner is signif-

22 icant in an information system. A suggestion is made that money 

should not be spent to gather data if it is not relevant or expected 

23 
to be relevant. The demand for information and supply of data for 

the demand gives the economic relationship of supply and demand to a 

M.I.S. The economic lai>7S of supply and demand and diminishing returns 

are basic to the development of an efficient information system. 

Cycle of Data 

Data conversion into information forms a cycle which provides the 

frame to be built upon in the use of supply and demand. The cycle of 

21 
Richard A. Kaiman, "Seven General Guiding Principles of Data 

Processing," Management Services, May-June, 1967, p. 20. 

22American Accounting Association, A Statement of Basic Accounting 
Theory (Evanston, Illinois: American Accounting Association, 1966), p. 2 

23 
Ibid., p. 52. 
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data begins with input of data into the stream or life-line of manage

ment. Once data enters the system, a need must be present for the 

recall of the data. Data represents the supply and need is recognized 

as demand. The retrieval of data brings into focus the extent of 

planning because of the cost involved in the storage of data. The 

demand for data is a -method to determine data storage requirements as 

the requirements upon the system for reliable and quick information 

will determine the flexibility needed in equipment. 

Data storage may be likened to the operation of a warehouse. If 

all goods in a warehouse have to be removed before certain goods could 

be retrieved, the cost of operating the warehouse will go well above 

the break-even point. This same point must be made in the operating 

cycle of data. Data retrieval operates on the same principle as break

even. If all data must be extracted before useful data is gained, the 

cost of obtaining the data increases with the effort required.2^ 

The data cycle starts with input whi-ch is stored and both input 

and output items must be economical. When a problem arises, demand 

is placed upon the system to supply the data. Figure 2 provides a 

description of supply and demand for information. Observe that this 

figure provides an additional step in the design of an information 

system. Along the vertical axis, the degrees of progress in structuring 

25 
problems and obtaining information are plotted. The period of study 

2A 
Max D. Richards and William A. Nielander, eds.. Readings in 

Management (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Co., 1963), p. 171, 

25 
McDonough, Information Economics, pp. 80-81. 
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is plotted on the horizontal axis. The definition of the problem 

from its infant stage to its refined stage is shown by the line desig-

^ O 

V) o 

§i 
K < 
0. 

2 ffl 
' o: 
o 0. 

FINAL PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 

I 
INFORMATION OR 

DECISION GAP 

LIMIT OF INFORMATION 
AVAILABILITY 

I 

Source: 

|»-j PERIOD OF STUDY (STUDY EFFORT) U 

Fig. 2.—Supply and Demand for Information 

"From Information Economics and Mana.gement Systems by Adrian 
M. McDonough. Copyright 1963 by McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company." p. 81. 

nated as problem definition. Information available over a specified 

period of time is shown by the line designated as information avail

ability. As the period of time increases, the information available 

increases. Between the axis and information availability line, data 

available to satisfy definition of the problem at a particular point 

is shown. The area between the lines represents data needed but not 

available. Supply is the period of study and demand is the problem 

definition requirement. If data is available or in storage, the cost 

is much less as compared to the requirement of going out for infor-

26 Ibid., p. 105. 
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27 
mation. The time required for the problem solution is directly 

related to the cost and value of the data. 

Value of Data 

Decisions are many times made with too little information of some 

types and too much of others.28 ^ decision gap as expressed in Figure 

2 means that decisions are made without perfect information. To develop 

data of value, the actual process of development could be costly. 

Guidelines are provided for non-dollar-measurable information. These 

guidelines are as follows: (1) information must influence decisions; 

(2) more accuracy means higher costs; (3) timeliness influences costs; 

(A) shorter delays means higher costs; (5) system capacity affects the 

value of information; and (6) must be prepared for individuals with 

30 influence. These guidelines indicate the methods used in placing 

value measurements on the various components of the information system. 

Area of Most Economical Use of Information 

Figure 3 is an oversimplification but gives the most economical 

use of information and provides an example of an optimum area. The 

vertical axis gives the value of information and cost of obtaining 

information with some period of study. The horizontal axis gives the 

^^Ibid. 

28 
Hirsch, "Value of Information," p. Al, 

29 
Ibid. 

30 'Ibid., pp. A2-AA. 
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length of study or study effort. The area between the horizontal 

axis and value of information line gives the maximum value of infor-

MAXIMUM VALUE OF 
INFORMATION FOR 

A GIVEN PROBLEM 

_J 
PERIOD OF STUDY {STUDY EFFORT) 

Net Value 

Fig. 3.—Value and Cost of Information 

Source: "From Information Economics and Management Systems by 
Adrian M. McDonough. Copyright 1963 by McGraw-Hill 
Book Company. Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book 
Comapny." p. 82. 

mation for a given problem. The area between the cost of information 

line and value of information line gives a net value of information and 

at point C a break-even point is present. The important points are A 

and B which provide the maximum utilization of value and cost. After 

line AB, the net value diminishes which means more information can be 

received but the cost of obtaining the information decreases the net 

31 value. 

"TtcDonough, I n fo rma t ion Economics, p . 82 . 



CHAPTER III 

THE ACTIVITY OF MUNICIPAL G0VERN14ENTS 

A simple definition of local governments provides another element 

in the determination of a M.I.S. A local government has been defined 

to include counties, cities, towns, villages, townships, boroughs, 

school districts, and other local, special districts, and authorities 

32 
of various kinds. To have a working definition to use, the term 

municipality has been restricted to towns, cities, villages, townships, 

and boroughs. The principles still apply to all areas of government 

units. 

Service-Oriented Actions 

Just as business groups are market-oriented, the municipality has 

been recognized as a service-oriented organization. Municipalities are 

established to provide public safety, recreation, sanitation, education, 

and to insure tranquility. These are only a few functions of the mu

nicipalities, but each has its own special problems which require 

specialized reporting. This reporting has been specialized to benefit 

the members directly associated with the use of the reports. The reports 

are to be service-oriented and designed to provide the most efficient 

•^^National Committee on Governmental Accounting, Governmental 
Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting (Chicago, Illinois: 
National Committee on Governmental Accounting, 1968), p. 1. 

21 
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operation possible within the constraints of locally elected officials 

and ordinances. 

Investment on Behalf of Citizens 

Municipalities are big business and have to use the most modern 

devices to keep up normal operations. As a matter of comparison, the 

City of Lubbock, Texas, had assets of approximately 15A million dollars 

33 
as of September 30, 1967. The principal taxpayer of Lubbock, Texas, 

in 1967 was the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company with an assessed 

valuation of approximately 13 million dollars. This gives an in

dication that administrators of every town or municipality should look 

closely at every aspect of the municipal operation as the assets of the 

municipality are an investment on behalf of its citizens. Another 

factor is the lives of the citizens which cannot be measured in terms 

of dollars. 

Governed by Law 

Laws govern every action of a municipal unit. These laws are 

federal, state, and local in origination. The federal laws have grown 

within recent years and call upon municipal units to spend large amounts 

of time and money in gathering data to comply with the laws. This point 

is covered in a later chapter. The chapter also covers the state and 

local laws which have increased the amount of time and cost for pro-

^%irst Southwest Company, Investment Bankers, General Obligation 
_Bondŝ , Series 1968 (Bid publication for selling of bonds, March 28, 1968, 
p. 8. 

3^Ibid., p. 5. 
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viding the necessary reports. The important point has to be made 

that each action of an administrator is under close scrutiny by all 

laws and citizens. Responsible action requires guidelines which are 

to be followed and the design of a M.I.S. must follow the same guide

lines without cutting corners or disregarding laws. 

Accounting Differences of Governmental Units 
as Compared to Commercial 

A business system has been designed with a profit motive in mind. 

A governmental unit does not have the profit motive and must comply 

with the many legal constraints. The accounting system of a business 

is designed to show the financial position and the results of its oper

ations. The governmental accounting system is designed to show not 

only financial position and results of operations, but it will also 

show the compliance with the legal constraints. A conflict between 

accounting principles and legal provisions presents another situation 

35 in that legal provisions take precedence• 

Government accounting works on a fund basis which is an independent 

36 

self-balancing set of accounts. The activity in some of these funds 

(self-balancing accounts) is very limited. These are segregated for the 

specific purpose of attaining certain objectives with special regula-

Herbert E. Miller, ed., CPA Review Manual (3d ed.; Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), p. 37. 

35 
Committee, Governmental Accounting, p. A. 

^^Ibid., p. 6. 
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tiohs or limitations. In order to abolish a fund, authority must come 

from a source as high as the creating authority."^^ 

The pressing requirements of laws are not as flexible as a busi

ness unit, and the development of a management information system takes 

this into consideration to provide the flexible action with machines. 

Under governmental accounting, a cash and accrual basis of accounting 

is used which shows that the system is not flexible. 

Laws are the factors which create problems in the building of a 

good system. The information system accounts for the differences and 

provides for the additional requirements of laws. 

Diagram of Authority 

Figure A gives an organizational chart of a municipality. The 

design of the chart is not as detailed as might be found in very large 

towns or cities, but the emphasis in the chart lends itself to the 

development of the management information system. The chart is from 

citizens to the lowest operating member of the organization. The chart 

gives an idea as to the amount of detail needed in reports and the 

degree of responsibility that each level of operation holds. 

^^Miller, Manual, p. 161. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DECISION-MAKING INFORMATION 

The requirement of municipal administrators for timely information 

is giving new emphasis to various areas of municipal operations. To 

give perspective to certain problem areas, this chapter will cover 

financial information systems, personnel information systems, planning 

information systems, land use information systems, criminal information 

systems, and voter information systems. Each information system be

comes an integral part of the M.I.S. This chapter is designed to show 

why each system should be developed individually to form a single system. 

Systems which comprise a single system are called sub-systems or func-

38 

tional systems. Sub-systems are to be designed in such a way to pro

vide needed information with a minimum of effort, to isolate problem 

areas, and to give reassurance to municipal administrators for their 

past and future actions. 

Financial Information System 

A starting point in a M.I.S. may be easily recognized as the finan

cial statements and generating procedures for the statements. For 

several years, financial information and reports have been used as the 

38 
American Institute of Certified Accountants, Accounting and the 

Computer (American Institute of Certified Accountants: New York, 1966), 
p. 277. 

26 
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main source of data for problem solving by municipal administrators. 

Much time and effort have gone into the development of reliable reports 

and procedures. Development of records in the past is an important 

part of the development of M.I.S. because the development came through 

maturity and patience. Maturity and patience are musts in an M.I.S. 

The financial information system is primarily used in the gener-

oq 
ation of budget and accounting reports. When an M.I.S. is mentioned, 

most people are thinking in terms of financial records and the routine 

bookkeeping functions of a municipal government. However, the finan

cial information system is a varied system and encompasses operations 

which seem distant at their mentioning. "Easily recognized as financial 

information are: (1) the payroll function; (2) purchasing; (3) receipt 

of money; (A) disbursement of money; (5) audits; (6) monthly reports; 

and (7) year end reports. Often neglected financial information in

cludes: (1) police citations; (2) building permits; (3) licenses; 

(A) franchise payments; (5) cost accounting for sale of water; (6) cost 

accounting for areas of general operations; (7) contracts; (8) interest 

on monies; and (9) bids received for purchases. It is suggested these 

items are neglected because often they are taken for granted. But, 

under a good financial information system, all areas of operations are 

treated with a sharp eye. 

The word budget often sends cold chills over the bodies of munic

ipal administrators because many have not used the budget as it is in-

39 
"Computer Sharing by 20 California Cities Proposed," Texas Town 

and City, March, 1967, p. 13. 
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tended. These administrators feel the budget to be a necessary evil. 

A financial information system must be built upon the frame of a good 

budget and reporting system if it is to provide the type of information 

needed for operating a municipal government. 

Budget 

In order not to be contradictory, it is assumed that a budget is 

required for all municipalities. A budget is a financial plan with an 

estimate of proposed expenditures and expected receipts for a stated 

period of time. Historically, budgets have been either long-term or 

short-term (annual budgets). The long-term budget is concerned with 

capital outlays and measures for financing the outlays needed over an 

extended period of time. This type of budgeting has become of greater 

significance recently because of federal requirements. These require

ments are important and a separate chapter has been devoted to cover 

the federal, state, and local requirements. The most common budget is 

the short-term (annual) budget which places emphasis upon current oper-

ations and is the recommended budget. 

The budget process is simple and involves three basic steps: per-

43 

paration, adoption, and execution. Pitfalls await the finance admin

istrator at each step. A high speed computer can be the life saver in 

William Zachry, "Computers Occupy the Royal Suite," The American 
City, October, 1966, p. 107. 

•̂'•Committee on Governmental Accounting, Governmental Accounting, p. 5 

^2ibid. 

^3ibid. 
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the complete budget job. Long and tedious hours can be saved with 

proper planning and the use of the computer in the actual preparation 

of the budget by amending one item and updating all figures. 

Proper planning in the budget process evolves from the information 

system. With-the information system, vast amounts of data can be used 

for comparisons and projections. Municipal governments can be compared 

as to operating costs in all functional areas. The need is time to make 

these comparisons and with computers time is available to make proper 

projections with accuracy. 

Considering the operating budget to be the backbone of operations, 

it would seem logical to place emphasis upon the preparation of the 

budget and follow with control. The value placed on a budget is that 

the budget is the basis for revenue levies and if justified the levies 

are finalized. If the levies are not justified, criteria considered by 

the council of the municipality has not been met and should be noted 

for future reference. The budget gives the city council an opportunity 

to evaluate the operating program and the administrators formulating 

the programs. It provides the public with an opportunity to voice 

approval or rejection and helps to formulate opinions for future voter 

action. Also, the chief administrative officer is provided with an 

opportunity to test the ability'of department heads. The department 

head has the opportunity to bring into focus problems and programs he 

AA 
deems as important. With an annual plan, an annual review is necessary 

44 
Leo Cherne, Growth Statistics and Projections Accent Special 

Problems, Effects for Management," Texas Town and City, May, 1968, p. 8. 
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which is a repeating process. This is valuable in the actual pre

paration, adoption, and execution of the budget. 

The information system should be designed for this type of 

operation. First, preliminary work should be completed for comparison 

of proposed budget with previous budgets. The system can be designed 

to make the comparisons and accept or reject the data supplied such 

as minimum and maximum proposals. The system can compare departmental 

operations and provide an insight to actual practice. It can provide 

data to be utilized in seeking out any areas where padding of the budget 

may exist. This type of an insight is valuable to the chief adminis

trator as he must rely upon subordinates." The control function in the 

information system can be the most beneficial aspect of all the values. 

Performance is measured against approved operations and the department 

heads are judged upon their merits. The budget is a guide and the infor

mation system is an evaluator that can provide a better guide for the 

future. 

A brief mention must be made of a new area in municipal budgeting. 

The program or performance budget is now being used in a few large 

cities. This type of budget bases expenditures upon activity perfor

mance instead of being based exclusively on character and object of 

expenditure. The future for this type of budget seems bright and the 

information system will play an important role in its development as the 

same objective is trying to be reached. This objective is the presenta-

p. 5. 

45 
Committee on Governmental Accounting, Governmental Accounting, 
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tion of a sound budget that will be supported by the taxpayers with

out reservation. 

Normal Accounting Functions 

A municipal government can be a very complex business. If the 

municipality owns its own utilities, the complexity increases to a 

greater degree. Being a complex business, the municipality inherits 

the many accounting and reporting problems needed for operations. As 

has been previously stated, the differences between commercial account

ing and governmental accounting are the constraints placed upon the 

municipal government by laws of all governmental levels. Consequently, 

these constraints increase the complexity of accounting data. 

Figure 5 provides a concise resume of accounting information. 

This information becomes the basic ingredient for an information system. 

Of course, the actual design or flow of data originates with documents. 

Departmental reports are brief discussions of daily events in report 

form. For example, a street maintenance crew would issue a report con

cerning the maintenance work on streets, curbs, gutters, and sidewalks. 

The reports probably would contain the number of men and vehicles 

assigned to a job and the amount of materials used to complete the work. 

The information that can be generated from this one report is character

istic of all functional groups: (1) detailed cost figures for mainte

nance; (2) required maintenance costs for particular jobs or projects; 

(3) budget information for future use; (A) street use and type of 

45 
Municipal Finance Officers Association, Simplified Municipal 

Accounting (Municipal Finance Officers Association: Chicago, 1950), p. 21. 
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DOCUMENTS 
Originating Documents 

1. Departmental Reports 
2. Council Minutes 
3. Appropriation Ordinance 
A. Requisitions 
5. Purchase Orders 
6. Receiving Reports 
7. Vendor's Invoices 
8. Deposit Slips 
9. Contracts Let 
10. Tax Levy Ordinance 

11. Tax Bills 
12. Tax Receipts 
13. Utility Bills 
lA. Utility Receipts 
15. Revenue Receipts 
16. License Stubs 
17. Notes Payable 
18. Bonds and Coupons Payable 
19. Voucher Checks 

REGISTERS 

1. Purchase Orders Issued Register 
2. Materials Issued Register 
3. Bond and Coupon Register 
A.• Record of Investments 
5. Insurance Register 
6. Payroll Register 

BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY 

1. Cash Receipts Register 
2. Voucher Register 
3. General Journal 

BOOK OF FINAL ENTRY 

General Ledger: 
Subsidiary Ledgers: 

1. Appropriation Expenditure Ledger 
2. Accounts Payable 
3. Contracts Payable 
A. Individual Earnings Record 
5. Record of Fixed Assets 
6. Revenue Ledger 
7. Tax Roll 
8. Delinquent Tax Roll 
9. Accounts Receivable 
10. Special Assessment Ledger 

Fig. 5.—Accounting Information Chart 

Source: Municipal Finance Officers Association, Simplified Municipal 
Accounting (Chicago, Illinois: Municipal Finance Officers 
Association, 1950), p. 36. 
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vehicles; (5) effects of weather; (6) quality of materials; and (7) com

plaints of citizens. Without automated procedures, this type of infor

mation would be difficult to obtain and use.^^ 

Council minutes are the main veins of the municipalities. These 

minutes are similar to minutes of a board of directors meeting in a 

corporation where all activities of the council are recorded for per

manent record. From council action and the minutes, the following 

types of information can be obtained: (1) types of people that influ

ence the council; (2) reasoning used to make a decision; (3) types of 

bids accepted; (A) types of people that appear before the council; 

(5) agreements made in council meetings; (6) time required for decisions; 

and (7) new ideas. All of this would be recorded in the minutes, but 

A8 the retrieval of information is time consuming unless it is automated. 

Requisitions, purchase orders, receiving reports, and vendor's 

invoices offer the same type of information which is vital to the pur

chasing agent and other administrators. A few reports that could be 

generated are as follows: (1) speed of orders; (2) cash discounts lost 

and taken; (3) vendors being favored; (A) orders being requisitioned; 

(5) minimum quantities being used; (6) materials that give the best 

49 
service; and (7) number of rush orders issued. This is pertinent 

information for the entire operation because certain standards must be 

followed. 

^^S. G. Fullerton, "Operating Techniques," The Municipal South, 
August, 1967, pp. lA-19. 

^Sibid. 

^9ibid. 
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All of the documents have features which help to provide vital 

information, and the financial information system can use these docu

ments to build concentrated standards which actions can be measured 

against. No longer can accounting information be taken at face value 

without reading into the system some guidelines. 

To adapt the financial information system to modem municipal 

governments, redundant information must be extracted because limits 

must be placed upon the storage of data. The system must be designed 

to provide the budget with data prior to the actual formulation of the 

budget through department heads and from past reports. No attempt will 

be made to design an information system in the body of this thesis but 

suggestions are offered as to the development of a system which will 

provide sub-systems as well as a management information system and 

what to expect from the system in terms of usable information. 

Personnel Information System 

Keeping municipal departments at their required strength is an 

increasing problem for personnel administrators. In order to compete 

with industry for manpower, municipal governments are required to change 

their policies in the area of personnel. Unfortunately, municipal gov

ernments have not been able to compete with industry because of low 

salaries. The personnel information system has been a slow developing 

system, but it is an area having great promise in keeping up-to-date 

records. 

The great promise of this system is dependent upon imagination and 

initiative of the personnel department. The proper design of an employ-
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ment application form provides data which can be coded for use with 

data processing equipment. Just because an applicant applies for one 

specific job does not mean the application should not be reviewed for 

other positions. The code can be used to trace applicants with critical 

work knowledge and experience. The retrieval of an application for use 

by one department would require the critical areas to be used as the 

guide or index. Police and fire departments have serious problems in 

recruiting, but the personnel information system could review all munic

ipal employees and review qualified employees for possible assignment 

in police and fire departments. A personnel information system not 

only reviews candidates but it can update all personnel records. 

Personnel records need updating constantly because of changing 

regulations, insurance company requirements, bonding company require

ments, and the changing employment picture in the local community. The 

new social security regulations have had a real effect in municipal 

government. Most people remember the elderly people that manned the 

office jobs in municipal governments. These people were efficient and 

had staffed these positions for many years. Mandatory retirement age 

became a common ordinance and tax offices were barren as were many cler

ical operations. New blood was not to be seen. Fire departments were 

jobs easily filled at one time as men came out of the service trained 

in fire fighting. This is no longer the case and often men are hired 

and trained but freeze during an actual fire. A personnel information 

system can help to detect trouble spots in the hiring of applicants. 

Insurance companies need statistical data concerning the ages, 

health, duties, and families of applicants to provide insurance policies 
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and provide proper coverage in the area of health policies. Good 

coverage for liability is a pressing problem for drivers of municipal 

vehicles. A good personnel record can provide information on the 

driving records of applicants. These are little things but eventually 

little items become magnified because of an accident which reflects 

upon the administrators and other employees. 

Bond coverage, whether blanket coverage or specific coverage, is 

dependent upon data collected on past actions. The personnel records 

can reflect upon pertinent facts and perhaps stop future thefts and 

safeguard the assets. 

Primarily, the personnel information system is designed to aid 

in keeping departments staffed with qualified personnel. Insurance 

and bond coverage costs can be lowered with the use of a personnel 

information system. 

Planning Information System 

The terms proper planning and planning are mentioned in every phase 

of operations. The reason planning is so important stems from the desire 

to not be haphazard with governmental powers. Planning involves finances, 

engineering, public relations, personnel, public safety, and most impor

tant in planning are people. Consultants are available to help municipal 

governments in planning, and many municipalities have their own planning 

departments. A common ingredient in planning is statistical data. 

Planning involves taking this data and making forecasts. These are no 

50 
Dr. Simon Ramo, Automated Common Sense," Nation's Cities, 

March, 1968, p. 18. 
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longer educated guesses but reliable projections which are dependent 

upon reliable data. 

To develop a sound plan, it is necessary for the planning infor

mation system to draw upon all of the sub-systems within the munici

pality. The development of a plan is called the master program or 

- 51 ^^. 
plan. This master plan covers the growth of a municipality for 

several years with given ranges of populations. The need for a master 

plan can be easily seen by looking at downtown areas in any city. Empty 

buildings are increasing and as each building is vacated new problems 

arise. Whole blocks of cities have been burnt to the ground because 

of vacant buildings which are a part of poor planning. 

A few generalities about planning and master plans will help to 

provide a guide for the planning information system. A master plan 

begins with a careful review of local ordinances which might prevent 

a municipality from growing. A clcse check of previous plans and current 

appraisals to see if projections were correct. The financial growth of 

the municipality should be previewed to see if a sound financial base is 

being provided for future development. Objectives of the top adminis

trators of the municipality and leaders of the community are carefully 

screened. Each facet of this plan is dependent upon statistical data 

. 52 
which needs to be processed. 

The planning information system draws upon the financial information 

system's past, present, and future financial projections at various levels 

Institute of Public Affairs, Proceedings of the Twelfth Govern
mental Accounting and Finance Institute (Austin, Texas, 1966), p. A6. 

52ibid., p. A8. 
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of population. The master plan contains many interesting variables 

but computers handle these problems easily as this is a primary reason 

they were designed. Tax records can be reviewed to check on land values 

C O 

in certain areas of town. Building permits can be reviewed to show 

areas of development at the present time. Property records can be 

checked for aging of property to give an indication of possible deter

ioration of property and development of slum areas. 

Information for municipal planning requires data concerning the 

number of families and average size of families in the areas of town. 

Such data is necessary for the projections of population areas for 

schools, churches, and public services. Data processing can provide 

this data much faster than other methods with accurate retrieval of 

data. The information can be retrieved because records are designed 

to store specific data and bring it into use with ease. These are 

generally located in populated areas along with recreation facilities. 

The establishment of a master plan is long, hard, and a tedious task; 

but a planning information system can simplify the job and continue to 

update the plan which would help future generations. 

The master plan generally places emphasis upon all areas of the 

municipality but places most emphasis upon streets, recreation, educa

tion, and water. This type of emphasis may be readily explained. First, 

streets must be planned to move traffic, slow accident rates, move 

traffic to a variety of places with little inconvenience, and develop 

53 
John F. McNichol, "Name It—Our Computer Can Do It," The American 

City, December, 1966, p. 89. 
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a traffic plan at a minimum of cost. The populace must be provided 

recreation facilities nearby or they will go where the recreation 

facilities are located. It is necessary to spread these facilities 

out to provide an equal opportunity for all to utilize the facilities. 

Without proper education facilities, a community cannot expect to 

attract new industry or new inhabitants. People like to go where a 

feeling of adventure lies. A dynamic community is always on the go 

and growing. Finally, the most important part of a community plan is 

water. The water supply of a community can be its greatest asset be

cause growth is dependent upon water. The planning information system 

can draw upon the sub-system to provide the needed information from 

all areas. The system can measure the amount of water being used by 

industry and individuals and projections made of necessary requirements. 

The total integration of the sub-systems into one system can easily 

update the master plan to make it a more effective tool and guide. 

The plan is not concrete as it is based upon variables which could 

adjust downward as well as upward. The master plan is designed to help 

solve existing problem areas as soon as possible in order to lessen 

future problems. The planning system instituted should lead to con

trollable problems instead of uncontrollable situations. This is a 

54 
simple preventive maintenance program for an entire municipality. A 

municipality must know what factors will influence planning and how the 

factors influence planning. Land and its use within the boundaries is 

5A 
"Aerospace Technology and Urban Systems," Datamation, April, 1968, 

pp. 89-90. 
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a principal factor in a successful plan and is leading to the develop

ment of a land use information system. 

Land Use Information System 

Every event of concern to the municipality is connected with a 

piece of land or the use of land. This is one point that has been 

neglected in the past by most municipal governments. The importance 

of a land information system stands out when the functional areas of 

municipal government which are affected by occurrences on the land are 

recognized. Many of the functional areas of municipal government are 

directly affected by the use and upkeep of land such as: (1) parks 

and playgrounds; (2) schools and related facilities; (3) libraries; 

and (A) streets. Documents used for data gathering sould be designed 

to give information to all the functional areas without duplication. 

Figure 6 provides a visual check of concentrated data concerning 

each parcel of land within the confines of the municipality. Each part 

of the assessor's card represents relevant data to some functional area 

of operation. Notice should be drawn to the fact that each parcel of 

land is registered. If exemptions are authorized, the property records 

will still give pertinent data concerning use. 

Land and its use is a valuable asset to a city, but the responsibil

ity for public safety on land is a burden which often outweighs the asset, 

Information is valuable about land if it provides the users with detailed 

data at their fingertips. 

Land use planning and land use information systems are designed to 

aid in an orderly growth for the future and preventive measures for the 
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present. The development of public facilities and public safety are 

dependent upon the information available about land use to give better 

service and insure a more secure neighborhood with the aid of public 

safety units. 

Court or Criminal Information System 

Law enforcement agencies have many problems which increase daily, 

and more responsibility for protection is being heaped upon them during 

a time when their authority is curbed by court decisions for the pro

tection of civil rights. Criminals and their activities are as modern 

as those trying to stop their activities. The criminal element can plan 

and execute crimes over wide areas served by many public safety depart

ments due to modern communication and transportation. This country has 

a mobile population which has led to new tensions and aggravations of 

the crime problem due to the increased mobility of the population. 

With ever increasing problems to solve, law enforcement agencies 

are using every possible means available to curtail the increasing 

crime rate. An information system can be devised and is being used to 

some extent to solve this problem. The storage of data in all types of 

cases and the retrieval of the data are principal factors or aids in 

56 
solving criminal and civil cases. 

"Design for Land Use Information Systems," Public Automation, 
November, 1967, p. 1. 

Charles P. Smith, "Computers, Cops, and Criminals," Datamation 
May, 1967, p. 62. 
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An outstanding example of a criminal information system is found 

in Chicago. Chicago is now using a random access system which allows 

the police department to use statistical methods in determining the 

work force and area and times of expected crimes. The retrieval system 

involves missing-persons, stolen vehicles, wanted persons, escapees, 

AWOLS, and location of officers and men. The size of Chicago requires 

a constant watch on the manpower and location of its vehicles. This 

gives the police department the flexibility needed in emergencies. 

Applications in the area of police work are limited by local laws 

but each day an increasing number of applications are being utilized. 

Current applications in police work are: (1) crime analysis by pre

cinct, time, day, object of attack, and car area; (2) traffic tickets 

by ticket number, violation, and precinct issued; (3) arrest analysis 

by prosecution, age, sex, color, and precinct; (A) accident analysis by 

cause, violation, day, night, and time of day; (5) stolen car inquiry; 

(6) modus operandi; (7) youth reports; (8) hot car file; and (9) per

sonnel file. These are only a few of the current applications and the 

list continues to grow as needs continue to require more rapid response 

to questions. The above applications involve the apprehensions of 

suspects, but an information system is useful in court records. 

The justice or court information system is becoming an important 

part of an M.I.S. because of public safety. The system "furnishes 

Lawrence Ragan, "Chicago: Police EDP System," Datamation, July, 
1967, p. 53. 

58 
"Current and Planned Applications of Data Processing by Criminal 

Justice Agencies," Public Automation, March, 1968, p. 5. 
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immediate answers to law enforcement and judicial inquiries about the 

criminal record backgrounds of specific individuals." The system 

can take care of the court docket, notices, and accounting records on 

fees, fines, and bonds. The maintenance of a master court calendar, 

coordination of attorney appearances, handling assignments of court 

appointed public defenders, whereabouts of defendants, selecting jurors, 

and complete analysis of court operations are other significant appli

cations in the area of justice information. The area of law can 

provide an application in retrieval of laws and past court decisions. 

This provides statistical data without the research as performed in 

the past. The system aids in the performance of duties required by 

national, state, or local laws. 

Courts in action throughout this land are placing more and more 

emphasis upon follow-up action and to do this automation demands atten

tion. The following cities lead in automation: (1) Los Angeles, 

(2) San Diego; (3) Chicago; (A) Atlanta; (5) Washington, D.C.; (6) St. 

Louis, Mo.; (7) Milwaukee; (8) Dallas; (9) Denver; (10) New York City; 

(11) Houston; (12) Pittsburgh; (13) Philadelphia; and (lA) Portland, 

Oregon. These cities are large cities, but the applications being 

utilized are varied. Variations of the applications can be used by 

any size city or town. Figure 8 shows the applications being used and 

the cities using the applications. The cities are designated by the 

numbers in this paragraph. 

Norbert A. Halloran, "Removing Obstacles to Court Automation," 
Output, January, 1968, p. 3. 

6°ibid. 
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The actual need dictates the type of court automation and infor

mation which should be used to provide protection for suspects and 

citizens alike. 

Automated court systems are excellent applications for an M.I.S. 

because of the large files needed to keep people, places, and associa

tions together. One item to consider is the right of privacy. Self-

discipline must be used to assume the right of privacy for the indi

vidual. The criminal information system is designed for public 

safety and to be a vanguard for rights of the individual. One right 

of the individual which provides a variety of statistical data is the 

right to vote which gives rise to another information system. 

Voter Information Systems 

The actual maintenance of a voter file is a monumental task be

cause changes occur frequently. Using punched cards, installations 

can prepare statistical reports which help to develop sound planning 

programs for elections. Analyses can be made as to sex, age groups, 

area of town, and voting activity. These are vital types of infor

mation for voting purposes. For example, the passage of a bond issue 

depends upon many factors which influence the need for a bond election. 

Ill-planned elections are failures before election day and passage is 

62 

doomed. After an election, reports can be generated to give a break

down in precincts as to the needed types of information. 

Robert R. J. Gallati, "Criminal Justice Systems and the Right to 
Privacy," Output, July, 1967, p. 1. 

^^illiam R. Pemberthy, "Automated Voter Registration in Flint, 
Michigan," Output, May, 1967, pp. 1-A. 
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A M.I.S. is certainly a major improvement over a decentralized 

system which duplicates a lot of work and puts out very little useful 

information. The separate systems are united into one system to pro

vide the M.I.S. In order to develop the M.I.S., the goals of the 
/TO 

administrators are defined in objectives. 

/TO 

• "How to Ease into a Management Information System," Business 
Management, November, 1966, p. 52. 



CHAPTER V 

REQUIREMENTS OF HIGHER GOVERNMEiNTAL 
'-' - UNITS FOR PROGRAMS 

Municipal governments have additional responsibilities to their 

citizens in complying with laws of county, state, and federal govern

ments. The laws which govern municipalities are safeguards for the 

communities. Safeguards are provided to make sure the administrators 

perform according to local ordinances and higher governmental laws 

and the need for having the data available. 

County Governments 

The county is now considered by many administrators as an out-of-

date government because most duties are performed by municipal govern

ments and state governments. For this reason, the Standard Metropolitan 

Statistical Area and Council of Governments have become prominent. These 

are not governing bodies, but they are helpful in getting community pro

jects under way with community cooperation. Community cooperation is 

extremely important to the development of workable plans for local 

governments. 

The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area is designated by an 

approval of an application to a federal agency. The primary advantage 

of being a part of the metropolitan area is the availability of statis

tical data. The area is a "socially and economically integrated area 

A8 
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with a central city (or twin central cities) containing 50,000 or more 

population. The data available to the areas are provided with ease 

compared to cities that must collect and interpret their own data. 

The Council of Governments is a cause for growing concern by 

local governments. Its strength is drawn from key local officials in 

65 
each region. The Council is a political assembly composed of elected 

public officials. Its value is to develop cooperation on controversial 

regional issues.^6 xhe Council must lend its support for a federal 

grant or federal funds application. The Council reviews procedures 

that require a regional planning system for fiscal and political pro-
f.-j 

cesses. The Council is fine and helps"to bring a more professional 

attitude into government, but it lessens the importance of individual 

governments such as county and city units. Information for this group 

must be refined and requires the information system to develop another 

specialized reporting system to satisfy the needs of the Council. 

At the county and local level, new types of governmental action 

such as the Council of Governments are entering the picture. These are 

requiring more detailed reports and statistical data which places an 

additional burden on the information system. The system must be flexible 

to meet the demands. 

°^John T. Middleton, "Air Pollution," Nation's Cities, August, 1967, 
p. 10. 

"The Council of Governments: What Is It?", Nation's Cities, 
June, 1967, p. 7. 

^^Ibid. 

67Ibid. 

TEXAS TECHNOLOniCAL COLLEGE 
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State Governments 

A wide variety of demands are placed upon municipalities in every 

state. In this thesis, only a few demands are given because of the 

many different state laws. The state laws generally cover audits of 

municipal funds, budget filing, approval and issuance of bonds or tax 

warrants, and preservation of the court system. The states differ in 

the degrees of control over municipalities. In Texas, the cities operate 

freely with few constraints placed upon them by the state. It is rec

ognized as being necessary to look after the municipalities at the 

local level without allowing the state government to step into the 

role, but the federal government is becoming increasingly forceful in 

local governments. 

Federal Government 

Federal aid to state and local governments has increased from A 

68 

billion in 1957 to an expected 17.A billion for 1968. For this in

crease in available aid, new requirements which stress planning have 

been placed upon municipalities. The M.I.S. must be programmed to pro

vide the necessary data to qualify for federal aid and handle the require

ments specified by the federal government. 

Requirements to qualify for aid are stringent and place added res

ponsibilities upon administrators to establish strong planning habits. 

The emphasis upon proper planning seems repetitious but its importance 

is not exaggerated. Federal programs are designed to aid communities 

^ % . S . , Vice President, Handbook for Local Officials (Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Vice President, Government Printing Office, 
November 1, 1967), p. 236. 
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and stimulate growth. ^ Communities requesting to participate in 

the programs are requested to submit their own plans for action. This 

plan is called a Workable Program for Community Improvement.^^ 

A discussion of federal aid programs would require a lengthy 

writing but such a discussion would provide the reader with the 

importance^ of a Workable Program. The Workable Program provides no 

direct federal aid, but it is a prerequisite for many aids to com-

71 
munities. 

Benefits of a Workable Program 

The Workable Program is a generator of action. It is an effort to 

provide a sounder basis for planning and programming public facilities 

for community needs. Growth of commerce and industry is influenced by 

a Workable Program. Ideally, the elimination of slums is brought about 

through an effective program. Administrative and fiscal management at 

the municipal level are improved. Growth and development are shaped 

72 along sound planning principles. To have benefits, effort must be 

expended. 

69 
U.S., Housing and Home Finance Agency, Office of the Administrator, 

The Workable Program for Community Improvement (Washington, D.C.: Govern
ment Printing Office, 1962), p. 1. 

7Qibid. 

^•^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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Requirements of a Workable Program 

A planning agency must use maps, charts, and economical data to 

outline how the resources of the community can be used for an orderly 

growth. Required planning is necessary in the following areas: 

(1) land use;. (2) thoroughfares; (3) community facilities; and (A) 

public improvements. These are only the basic and minimum requirements 

73 
for planning. These are not intended to be limits and the need for 

an information system to provide this data can easily be seen. 

Regulatory Items 

The plan provides a set of standards that must be met. Certain 

regulations must be established in zoning ordinances and subdivision 

regulations. The zoning ordinances define types of district by classi

fications to determine the use of land and improvements, structural 

7A characteristics of improvements, and associated facilities. To follow 

these same lines or standards, subdivision regulations establish stand

ards for the original use of land. The requirements set"forth are not 

intended to harm the American economy, but they are established to pro

vide a healthier atmosphere in which to live and work. 

Neighborhood Analyses 

This is a study to determine the cause of blight on an area by 

area basis. This step is considered to be the first essential step in 

•̂Hl.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Answer on Com
prehensive Community Plan (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1966), p. 3. 

7A Ibid., p. A. 
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planning for improvements. Information requirements are for data on 

housing conditions, family characteristics, adequacy of community 

facilities, and steps for prevention of future blight. Data about 

these conditions are gathered by police, fire, welfare, and building 

code enforcement. This type of data generation is ideal for an M.I.S. 

All of this data gives background information for planning purposes 

and helps to solve immediate problems. 

Urban Renewal Projects 

Urban renewal projects are used to prevent blight through codes, 

community plans, analyses, and citizen participation. The program is 

dependent upon the requirement of a Workable Program for Community 

Improvement. Federal aid to municipalities is tied to the requirement 

of a Workable Program. This is a good system and demands are placed 

upon communities participating to provide the proper data. The Workable 

Plan is a necessity and the ability to generate data properly is a 

necessity for establishing the plan. Program budgeting and Workable 

Plans are a necessity and the ability to generate data properly is a 

necessity for establishing the plans. Program budgeting and Workable 

Plan are based upon objectives. The objectives range from short and 

76 

intermediate to long-range. The Housing and Urban Development Depart

ment has recommended that the renewal programs cover programs and not 

U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, Answers on 
Neighborhood Analyses CWashington, D.C.; Government Printing Office, 
1966), p. 1. 

^^Charles J. Hitch, "Program Budgeting," Datamation, September, 1967, 
pp. 37-38. 
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projects. If this is approved, the information requirements will 

have to be fully integrated and this places emphasis upon complete 

integration of facilities. •' The only strict requirements upon the 

municipality by the federal government are those required to comply 

with the guidelines for grants and aid. The information provided is 

required to be accurate and definite plans for the future are to be 

presented. 

77 
Don Hummel, "Neighborhood Renewal Program," Nation's Cities, 

April, 1968, p. 25. 



CHAPTER VI 

POTENTIALITIES OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE 
AREAS OF OPERATIONS, PLANNING, AND MANAGEMENT OF 

MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS 

To complete a study on M.I.S. without stating the future poten

tialities of the study, would be inappropriate. The potential use is 

great, but certain fallacies do exist and must be recognized by admin

istrators in order to preserve the working of a municipal government. 

A M.I.S. is limited by fallacies and bias but the future is bright. 

Fallacies of a Management Information System 

A large and complex computer facility is an expensive investment 

for a municipality, but investments should be placed under close 

scrutiny. A M.I.S. is not an automatic happening with a large computer 

set-up. No matter how much is invested, no guarantee can be established 

that a M.I.S. will be formed. Second, a M.I.S. is not a panacea for the 

ailments of a municipal government. Third, no common definition is found 

for a M.I.S., so comparisons must not be made to prove a point. Fourth, 

a M.I.S. is not restricted to automated systems. A manual system can be 

designed to provide useful information. Fifth, a M.I.S. will not always 

save money but over a long period the M.I.S. should save the municipality 

time, trouble, and money. Finally, the M.I.S. cannot be over planned. 

A master plan can guide the long range development of a municipality, and 

55 
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a master plan must be recognized by everyone and the realization recog

nized that a M.I.S. is only as good as the designed results that were 

planned. 

Management Planning and Control in Automation 

Automation deals with the clerical operations, supply of data for 

decision making, and automatic decisions for municipalities. To pro

vide this automation, a thorough analysis of the decisions made within 

a municipality must occur. The following question must be answered: 

What items of data and information are required by administrators to 

reach their decisions? 

Planning is dependent upon the sources of data as has been recog

nized earlier. The data describes events, conditions, and objects used 

in the different plans. To utilize automation, administrators must make 

a better effort in describing data requirements and the use of data in 

decision processes. 

Operating achievements are measured against present goals in manage

ment control. Deviations are recognized easily with the use of higher 

speed equipment. These deviations are the exceptions or responsible 

errors to be monitored. An example of the use of data processing is 

provided by land use control. This function is dependent on data des

cribing real property. The assessor's card Figure 6 helps to provide 

this information. Figure 8 shows how integration of the assessor's card 

with other cards gives constructive information for land use and planning. 

All of this can be generated from original inputs by proper planning. A 

specific parcel can be selected by an administrator, and he can be sup-
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plied with all of the data available from the different functional 

areas of the municipality. Manual review of reports is reduced, and 

administrators are able to devote their time to more pressing problems 

that require special and personal attention. 

Uses of M.I.S. and Potential Uses 

Municipalities of today are looking ahead to new uses to be gained 

by further exploitations of computers. Data processing systems are dir

ected towards improvement in the operations of an agency or functional 

area, but the future will be a total integration of information. Few 

functional areas escape the need for files and the communication pro

blems which have been brought about by an expanding population. The 

name index files are growing in every functional area. The areas look 

forward to a central file. Earlier in the thesis, uses of M.I.S. were 

discussed but it must be made clear that it is not limited to those 

areas. The potential uses thrill the most optimistic administrators. 

Public Safety 

The functional area of public safety includes police, fire, and 

civil defense. With an expanding population, it will be possible to 

forecast the trouble areas for the future. New stations will be built 

which will require rapid file searching to aid in the safety of citizens. 

Police requirements will be in the area of criminal detection. 

Cities will be linked together to provide access to huge files, and a 

national link will provide even better facilities. Crime detection will 

be made simplier because of speed and accuracy of machines. The rapid 
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access to files will lead to time saving which, in turn, helps to 

eliminate distance in coverage. 

Fire departments will be big users of information in the future. 

Again, the retrieval of information will help to determine how to fight 

a fire. The land use files will provide information about the family, 

the house, utility easements, and other hazards. As the truck leaves 

the station, the central processing unit goes to work searching the 

files for information. The fire administrator can use the facilities 

to give information to the fire fighting unit. The file might locate 

an important fact about the parcel of land which will be impossible to 

determine on the scene. The safety of the fighting unit and neighbor

hood will be aided by this type of information. 

Civil defense is a growing concern in every community. Civil de

fense is not restricted to nuclear safety, but it also involves situ

ations which place a city in danger such as floods, explosions, and 

fires. The land use information will give vital information for the 

preservation of safety in cases of civil defense. 

Utilities 

Planning in the area of utilities will be an important factor in 

the future use of M.I.S. Utilities need information about their users. 

The information will provide the answers for development of facilities. 

Long range forecasts of population areas will be needed for utility 

extensions. This will help to cut costs because cutting through un

improved areas is less expensive than cutting through improved areas. 
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Problem areas will be located fast and constant vigilance of extensions 
V 

will help to cut maintenance problems. 

Street Use 

Traffic jams will be solved before they occur. Traffic lights will 

be controlled by the computer after a study of the history involved in 

flows. Construction of streets will be simplified through the planning 

and use of the computer based M.I.S. Engineering problems involved in 

design will be a simple matter for the M.I.S. as compared to present 

operations. 

Planning 

Planning will become an even larger problem as it involves such a 

large meaning. Every move will require a sound plan because land will 

be a valuable asset to be preserved. Planning involves so many acti

vities and functional areas that it becomes an ideal area for M.I.S. 

and total integration of data files. 

Financial Operations 

The rising cost of living hits municipalities just as it hits 

citizens. The operations will become automatic and the elimination 

of clerical workers will be soon. For example, the assessor's card 

will be used to prepare the tax roll. Tax bills will be mailed. As 

receipts are received, the tax roll will be posted. When accounts be

come delinquent, the system will process delinquent notices. At the 

present time, clerical help is needed but the future looks bright. The 

assessor's card will be developed from the building permit, utility 
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records, and court records. Segments of the card are designed to 

provide data for many functional areas. 

Public Health 

Health records will provide data concerning all areas of public 

health. The control of disease carrying insects, birds, and rodents 

as well as animals is and will be an important area of work to control 

the hazards. The control of disease will require a watch of all the 

land area and constant count of disease carriers. Levels will be 

extablished and print outs will show trouble areas and possible remedies. 

Miscellaneous Areas 

Work will not be restricted to these areas. As seirvices grow or 

increase, new functional uses will be used to aid in providing the new 

services. 

Integrated System 

It is important to note that an integrated system will provide 

the needed information for several departments from the same input. This 

is the random access that will be used to solve immediate problems such 

as public safety and public health. These areas require speed in solving 

problems to keep risk at a minimum. 

Limitations of Potentialities 

Potential uses will be limited by the cost of equipment. Presently, 

random access equipment is beyond the scope of most municipalities. In

cluded in this cost is the storage cost of data, and this is the reason 
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for development of economical reasoning for handling data. Retrieval 

of information is an expensive operation which must be reduced in order 

to develop the full potential of a M.I.S. Personnel shortage could be 

the downfall of all M.I.S. if proper training is not carried out. 

Ultimate Development of M.I.S. 

The development of a statewide data center or nationwide data 

center would provide the best possible data for research, planning, and 

future development. Municipalities have similar needs and could submit 

their request into the channel and receive instant response. This type 

of plan could lower the cost of M.I.S. by reducing unused capacity and 

increase overall efficiency. 

The actual future of M.I.S. is as bright as the future of America. 

It will be restricted only by those who fear the unexpected. 

Conclusions 

In order to provide equipment for de.cision making, an early deci

sion must be made to include or plan to include a M.I.S. to satisfy data 

needs. The actual development of data processing systems should be 

planned from the top-down and built from the ground-up through the use 

of sub-systems. Decisions are based upon information that flows upward. 

In providing for the upward flow, the design of input and output 

should provide the following points; 

Input Documents 

CI) Purpose of document and flow through channels; 

C2) Field description of the document; 
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(3) Required length and percentage of use of each item; 

CA) Maximum number of characters per document; 

(5) Maximum use of document per time period; 

(6) Any special requirements for document; 

Output Documents 

(1) Purpose of document; 

(2) Description of each item that appears on document; 

C3) Maximum length and percentage of use of each information 
item; 

(A) Maximum characters per document; 

(5) Maximum number of documents per time period; 

(6) Maximum records per documents; 

(7) Format of documents; 

(8) Requirements stated in time; and, 

(9) Any special requirements for document. 

The files for this data should have a description of information, length 

of information in files, and number of records per files. This requires 

a cooperation among the administrators to eliminate duplication and un

necessary data generation. 

The idea of establishing a M.I.S. is to have a system which monitors 

complete operations. It will compare data with standards or budget fig

ures and report on exceptions. The system also provides administrators 

the ability to ask for, receive, and review data as needed. 

The reporting of summarized information is another area of impor

tance. Most administrators require two types of reports: (1) the 
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routine or periodic reports, and (2) special reports for specific 

needs. The M.I.S. is designed for both types of reporting procedures. 

A M.I.S. can be described by its parts which are: reporting, 

monitoring, and retrieval. Reporting is summarized information such 

as number of water bills paid by consumers. Monitoring is brought 

about by pre-determined limits or standards have been exceeded such 

as utility revenues dropping when normally they should rise. Retrieval 

is designed to ask for and search for data and the manipulation of data 

for specific purposes. 

The actual development of a M.I.S. depends to a great extent on 

the availability of data. An application can be programmed to give 

the needed results. Administrators depend upon data from subordinates 

which has been placed into automatic machines. This makes it available 

for processing. The term administrator does not limit itself to the 

City Manager but could be the Chief of Police of any other department 

head. The applications used and the administrators using the M.I.S. 

are not placing themselves in an unusual circumstances. The M.I.S. is 

doing what is possible to perform the task. 

The most recognizable advantages of a M.I.S. are: (1) relevant 

reports that are timely; (2) lower processing costs; and (3) better 

basis for decisions. These advantages can be debatable but most people 

concede to these advantages over a long-range program. With the speed 

of a computer operation, raw data can be gathered and manipulated into 

a usable form in a short period of time as compared to clerical opera

tions. The data is available and does not need to be gathered again 
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which means it can be used again. Programs can be used over and over 

again without additional work except for time on the computer which 

must be paid during normal operations with or v;ithout use of the equip

ment. With data in the files, the data can be reproduced at a much 

lower cost than clerical costs. 

If a municipality has a system of sub-systems based upon a com

puter, a M.I.S. can be easily developed compared to a complete change 

from other systems. The design should be started with the design of 

applications and sub-systems and emphasis placed upon the needs of 

administrators. The advancing technology of today gives municipalities 

a chance to use the modern equipment available. This equipment pro

cesses data that in the past has not been used but was available from 

the sub-systems. 

A M.I.S. should give the administrators more useful information 

than they have received in the past. It must be remembered that this 

is relevant data or information which can be used by the administrators. 

Administrators in the past have received periodic reports on perfor

mance by writing or oral reports from department heads or subordinates. 

The administrators have used these reports to base their highly important 

decisions. With the involvements of administrators in the design of 

M.I.S., the quality of data and information should be improved as the 

administrators know what data they need. Administrators are in the best 

position to establish the limits for data to bring the decision gap into 

perspective. This gap is between the problem definition and data avail

able at a specific period of time. The capabilities of a M.I.S. are 
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dependent upon the equipment being used to handle the input and out

put of a system. 

The chief administrator and other administrators are required to 

establish the objectives and standards to measure the effectiveness 

of a M.I.S. The, effectiveness is dependent upon the area of most 

economical use. The objectives must be clearly established to outline 

what is expected from a M.I.S. 

A M.I.S. cannot solve all problems. A good solid organization 

can go a long way in solving problems and setting patterns for progress 

as new technology takes command. The need for a solid organization 

comes from the fact that administrators must not fear the unknown. 

The M.I.S. has been feared because of its capabilities which have 

hampered development in the past. Firmness of administrators is re

quired to make sure that bias does not eliminate progress. 

The investment required to establish a M.I.S. increases as each 

day passes. It must be understood that the investment extends over a 

long period of time. The investment should be large enough to insure 

proper planning for the future and conversion to M.I.S. Every munici

pality must be ready to make a large expenditure because of the compli

cated information for urban affairs. The system must meet the demands 

placed upon the entire M.I.S. for a long time. Municipal administrators 

face complex problems every day, but the task can be met if they carry 

out their role by adapting the modern technology to provide 20th century 

data for the 20th century decisions and to fill the requirements placed 

upon the system by federal state, and local constraints. A great chal-
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lenge is still ahead. That challenge is to provide leading decisions 

and not hind-sight actions. 
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APPENDIX A 

Selected Equipment for Input and Output Data 
in Computer Operations 

BURROUGHS B-200 AND B-300 SYSTEMS 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than magnetic tape 

a) Punched Card Readers (1 or 2 units—all buffered). 
B-122 200 cards per minute. 
B-123 A75 cards per minute. 
B-12A 800 cards per minute. 
B-129 1,A00 cards per minute. 

b) Punched Paper Tape Readers (1 or 2 units). 
B-2A1 1,000 characters per second. Buffered. 

c) MICR Sorter-Readers (1 unit). 
B-103 1,560 items per minute—13 pockets. 
B-107 1,200 items per minute—13 pockets. 
B-116 1,560 items per minute—16 pockets. 

d) Disk Storage (1-50 units, input and output). 
B-A75 9.6 million alpha characters—lA.A numeric. 

e) Remote Inquiry (1-5,985 units). 
Up to 120 'in house' typewriters. 
Up to 5,985 Teletype of Dial TtTX units or on-line teller type 
accounting machine units. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than magnetic tape. 

a) Card Punches (1 unit, buffered). 
B-303 100 cards per minute. 
B-30A 300 cards per minute. 
B-30A 100 characters per minute. 

b) B-3A1 100 characters per minute. 
c) Line Printer (1 or 2 units). 

B-320 A75 lines per minute, 120 characters per line. 
B-321 700 lines per minute, 120 characters per line. 
B-325 700 lines per minute, 132 characters per line, 
B-328 1,0A0 lines per minute, 120 characters per line. 
B-329 1,0A0 lines per minute, 132 characters per line. 

d) Hard Copy Printer. 
B-AOl Hard Copy Ledger Processor, 200 lines per minute. 

Source: Elliott and Wasley, Information Processing Systems, Appendix A. 
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e) Disk Storage (see Id, above). 

3. Storage 

a) Internal. 
A,800 or 9,600 magnetic cores. 

b) Magnetic Tape (1-6) units. 
B-A21 Read/Write 90 inches/sec, 18K or 50K char./sec. 
B-A23 " " 12A " " 2A,000 char./sec. 
B-A2A " " 83 " " 66,000 " 
B-A25 " " 90 " " density of 200,555.5, or 800 

c) Auxiliary storage. Overlay of additional memory on the 
extremely fast (average 20 ms access time) disks provide 
unlimited available memory. 

Disk File and Data Communications available to the B-200, 
minimum capacity 500,000,000 characters. 

The Burroughs B-200 and B-300 Series of computers are transistorized 
magnetic core small-scale general-purpose data or item processing sys
tems. A unique characteristic is the three-address command structure 
of logic which normally reduces programming steps up to A0% when com
pared to two-address structure programming. 

CONTROL DATA 3000 SERIES 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
32A7/A05 Card Reader and Controller. Reads 1,200 cards per minute. 
Requires 1 channel and is buffered. 

32A8/A05 Card Reader and Controller. Reads 1,200 cards per minute. 
Requires 1 channel but is not buffered. 

36A9/A05 Card Reader and Controller. Reads 1,200 cards per minute. 
Requires 2 channels and a buffer. 

b) Paper Tape to Memory. 
3691 Paper Tape Reader-Punch. Reads 350 and punches 110 char
acters per second. 1 channel, no buffer. 

369A Paper Tape Reader-Punch.. Reads 1,000 and punches 110 char
acters per second. 1 channel, no buffer. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 

a) Memory to Card. 
36AA/A15 Card Punch and Controller. Punches 250 cards per minute. 
Requires 2 channels and is buffered. 
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32A5/A15 Card Punch and Controller. Punches 250 cards per 
minute. Requires 1 channel but is not buffered. 

3AA6/A15 Card Punch and Controller. Punches 250 cards per 
minute. Requires 1 channel and is buffered. 

b) Memory to Paper Tape 
3691 Paper Tape Reader-Punch. See under input above. 
369A Paper Tape Reader-Punch. See under input above. 

c) Memory to Printer, 
3152,Printer. 150/200 lines per minute, 6A/A8 characters, 
120 print positions. 1 channel, buffered. 

3253 Printer. 300/AOO lines per minute, 6A/A8 characters, 
120 print positions. 1 channel, buffered. 

3655 Printer, 500/1,000 lines per minute, 6A/A8 characters, 
120 print positions. 2 channels, buffered. 

3256/505 Printer and Controller. 800/1,000 lines per minute, 
6A/A8 characters, 136 print positions. 1 channel, buffered. 

3256/505 Printer and Controller. AOO/500 lines per minute, 
6A/A8 characters, 136 print positions. 1 channel, buffered. 

3259/501 Printer and Controller. 800/1,000 lines per minute, 
6A/A8 characters, 136 print positions. 2 channels, buffered. 

3259/505 Printer and Controller. AOO/500 lines per minute, 
6A/A8 characters, 136 print positions. 2 channels, buffered. 

d) Memory to Plotter. 
3293 Plotter. 300 steps per second, 12 inch width paper, 1 
channel, no buffer. 

3293/252 Plotter and Controller. 200 steps per second, 30 inch 
width paper, 1 channel, no buffer. 

3293/253 Plotter and Controller. 300 steps per second, 30 inch 
width paper. 1 channel, no buffer. 

3. Storage. 

a) Internal Memory. 
Magnetic Core Memory. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
c) Magnetic Disk. 

828 Disk File Unit. 28 million character capacity, 195 milli
second average access time, 83,000 characters per second 
transfer rate. 

838 Disk File Unit. 56 million character capacity, other 
characteristics same as 828 above. 

A, Other Input/Output Equipment. 
3692 Typewriter Console. Prints 15 characters per second. 
Telephone or telegraph lines. 
IBM 1009 Data Transmission Unit. 
IBM 7701 Magnetic Tape Transmission Terminals. 
IBM 7702 Magnetic Tape Transmission Terminals. 
Analog Computers 
Any 3000 or 6000 series computer systems. 
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The Control Data 3000 series is composed of two basic groups of 
compatible equipment. 

The 3100, 3200, and 3300 computers are essentially medium scale 
systems. The 3200 has four processors available—basic, scientific, 
data, or general. The 3100 has only the basic processor and its 
associated characteristics. The 3300 has the general processor with 
expanded speed and storage capabilities. 

The 3A00, 3600, and 3800 systems are large-scale systems. The 
3600 is extremely modular in design to permit high versatility in 
adapting it to many varied applications. The 3A00 is a slightly 
slower model with limited expandability. The 3800 is faster, but 
otherwise similar to the 3600. 

GE-115 SYSTEM 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than magnetic disc and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
CR-10 Card Reader. Reads 100 cards per minute. 
CR-11 Card Reader. Reads 300 cards per minute. Has a larger 
hopper capacity and utilizes 3 staking pockets. 

CR-12 Card Reader. Same as CR-11 except reading speed is 600 
cards per minute. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than magnetic disc and special items. 

a) Memory to Card. 
CP-11 Card Punch. Punches up to 200 cards per minute. 
CP-21 Card Punch. Punches up to 300 cards per minute. 

b) Memory to Printer. 
PR-10 Line Printer. 300 Lines per minute. 10A, 120, or 136 
print positions using a 6A character set. 

PR-11 Line Printer. Same as PR-10 except printing is at 600 
lines per minute. 

3. Storage, 

a) Internal Storage. 
Magnetic Core Memory with an access time of 8 microseconds. 

b) Magnetic Disc. 
DS-12 Removable Disc Storage Unit. Capacity of over 1 million 
8-bit words per disc. On-line use is one disc face at a time 
but each unit provides 2 drives for a total ov over 1 million 
words on line. 
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A. Other Input/Output Equipment. 
Datanet 10 and 11 data communication controllers provide access 
to transmission lines which permit the GE-115 to serve as a remote 
input/output terminal for a larger central computing system. 

The GE-115 System is a low-cost computer system designed to replace 
tabulating card equipment and to serve as a remote on-line input/output 
terminal connected by communications lines to a central computer system, 

HONEYWELL AOO 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than magnetic tape and disc. 

a) Card to Memory. 
A23-2 High-Speed Card Reader with speed of 650 cards per 
minute. AO of the 93 millisecond cycle available for 
computing. 

b) Paper Tape to Memory. 
A09 High-Speed Paper Tape Reader with speed of 1,000 characters 
per second. 

c) Console to Memory. 
Standard electric typewriter. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than magnetic tape and disc. 

a) Memory to Card. 
A2A-1 or -2 Card Punch with speed of 100 or 250 cards per 
minute. Available computing time for A2A-1 is 100 of the 
600 millisecond cycle, A2A-2 is 63 of the 2A0 millisecond 
cycle. 

b) Memory to Paper Tape. 
AlO Paper Tape Punch with speed of 110 characters per second. 

c) Memory to Printer. 
A22-3 or -A High-Speed Printer. Speed of 900 lines per minute, 
120 characters per line. lA of the 67 millisecond cycle is 
available for computing. 

Standard electric typewriter. Speed 10 char, per sec. 

3. Storage 

a) Internal Storage. 
Magnetic core with access time of 20 microseconds. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
Minimum of three AOA-1, -2, or -3 Tape Units. Five additional 

units may be attached. Speed and access time for AOA-1 and 
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-2 is 120 inches per second and 3.5 millisecond start/stop 
time. AOA-3 is 60 inches per second with 7 millisecond 
start/stop time. 

c) Magnetic Disc. 

A60-1, -2, -3, or -A disc storage and control. Average access 
time of 100 milliseconds. 

A. Additional Input-Output Equipment. 
Card to Magnetic Tape. 823-1 or -2 Card Readers, AOA Tape Unit, 

816 or 817 Input Control and 807-1 or -2 or 811-1, -2, or 
-3 Card Reader Control. Speed is 2A0 or 650 cards per minute. 

Magnetic Tape to Card. 82A-1 or -2 Card Punch, 808-1, -2, or -3 
Card Punch Control, AOA Tape Unit and 815 or 817 Output Control. 
Speed of 100 or 250 cards per minute. 

Magnetic Tape to Printer. 822-1, -2, or -3 Printers; 806-1, -2, 
or -3; 811-1, -2, or -3 Printer Control; AOA Tape Unit; 815 
or 817 Output Control. Speed of 150, 150, and 900 lines per 
minute. 

A18 package consisting of A22-A Printer, Control Unit and AOA 
Tape Unit. Speed of 900 lines per minute. 

The Honeywell AOO is a transistorized, magnetic core, three-address, 
alphanumeric data processing system designed primarily for business 
applications. 

IBM lAAO SYSTEM 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
1056 Card Reader (see lAOl). 
1AA2 Card Read-Punch. Reads AOO cards per minute and punches 
160 columns per second. 

1AA2 Card Reader. " "read only" model of above. 
b) Paper Tape to Memory. 

1011 Paper Tape Reader (see lAOl). 
105A Paper Tape Reader (see lAOl). 

c) MICR to Memory 
1A12 Magnetic Character Reader (see lAOl). 

d) Optical Scan to Memory. 
1231 Optical Mark Page Reader (see lAOl) 
1285 Optical Reader (see lAOl). 

2. Output Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 
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a) Memory to Card. 
1057 Card Punch (see lAOl) 
1058 Printing Card Punch (see lAOl) 
1AA2 Card Read-Punch (see lAOl) 
lAAA Card Punch. 250 cards per minute punching. 

b) Memory to Paper Tape. 
1012 Tape Punch (see lAOl). 
1055 Paper Tape Punch (see lAOl). 

c) Memory to Printers. 
1053 Printer (see lAOl) 
1A03 Printer (see lAOl) 
1AA3 Printer. 120 characters per line. 200 to 600 lines per 
minute depending on the set of characters used. 

1AA5 Printer. 113 characters per line. 190 to 525 lines per 
minute depending on the set of characters used. Prints 
magnetic ink E-13B characters as well as standard characters. 

3. Storage. 

a) Internal Storage, 
Magnetic core memory. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
7335 Tape Unit, Reads and writes tape at 20,000 characters 
per second. Tape density is 556 characters per inch. 

c) Magnetic Disk 
1301 Disk Storage (see lAOl) 
1311 Disk Storage Drive (see lAOl) 

A. Other Input/Output Equipment 
1AA7 Console (see lAOl) 
1009 Data Transmission Unit (see lAOl). 
1026 Transmission Control Unit, Services include: 

357 Data Collection System. 
1030 Data Collection System. 
1050 Data Communication System. 
1060 Data Communication System. 
1070 Data Communication System. 

lAOl, lAAO, or 1A60 Computer Systems. 
lAlO or 7010 Computer Systems. 
1AA8 Transmission Control Unit (see lAOl) 
77AO Data Communication System (see lAlO) 

The IBM lAAO is a small-scale, on-line, nonbuffered, magnetic core 
data processing system. 
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IBM IQlO/lQill^ SYSTEMS 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
7500 Card Reader with a speed of 500 cards per minute. 
7501 Console Card Reader. Speed of 60 cards per minute. 

b) Paper Tape to Memory. 
1011 Paper Tape Reader (see lAOl). 

2. Output Equipment—Other than tape, disk, and special items. 

a) Memory to Card, 
7550 Card Punch. Punches at a maximum rate of 250 cards per 
minute. Also performs gang punching, double-punch and 
blank-column detection, and other basic functions. 

b) Memory to Printer. 
7A00 Printer. Alphabetic, numeric, and 11 special characters 
at a maximum speed of 150 lines per minute. 

3. Storage, 

a) Internal Storage. 
Magnetic core memory. Additional core available on the 707A. 

7070 access speed is A microseconds. 707A is 6 microseconds 
b) Magnetic Tape. 

729 II, IV, V, or VI Tape Units 
760A Hypertape Units 

c) Magnetic Disk. 
1301 Disk Storage Units 
2302 Disk Storage only on the 707A. 

A. Other Input/Output Equipment 
Console Inquiry. 

7900 Inquiry Station. A typewriter I/O to the processor. 
7150 Console. Manual control, visual display, and typed 
output under control of the stored program. 

65/66 Data Transceivers. 
1013 Card Transmission Terminals. 
7701 Magnetic Tape Transmission Terminals. 
7702 Magnetic Tape Transmission Terminals 
7710 Data Communication Unit 
7050 Programmed Transmission Control Unit 
1011 Paper Tape Reader 
lOlA Remote Inquiry 
lAlA I/O Synchronizer for Standard Telegraph Lines 
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The IBM 7070 and 707A Systems are transistorized, alpha-numeric, 
sequential, serial, and parallel, magnetic core, general-purpose data 
processing systems. The internal processing speed of the 707A is about 
SIX times as fast as that of the 7070. The 707A also has some I/O 
device advantages. 

IBM SYSTEM/360 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than magnetic tape, disk, drum, data cell, 

and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
1A02-N1 Card Read-Punch. Reads 800 cards per minute, and 
punches 250 cards per minute—both maximum. 

1AA2 Card Read-Punch 
2520-Al Card Read-Punch. Reads, reads and punches, or punches 
500 cards per minute. 

2501-Al, -A2 Card Reader. Reads 600 and 1,000 cards per minute 
depending on model. 

2560 Multifunction Card Machine. A combination 500-card-per-
minute card reader, 160-column-per-minute punch, and lAO-
character column-per-second printer with a selective 5-pocket 
stacker. Performs the traditional unit record functions of 
reproducing, gang punching, summary punching, collating, 
decollating, and sorting. 

b) Paper Tape to Memory. 
2671 Paper Tape Reader." Reads strips or rolls of 5, 6, 7, or 8 

channel codes at speeds up to 1,000 characters per second. 
c) MICR to Memory. 

1A12 Magnetic Character Reader 
1A19 Magnetic Character Reader 

d) Optical Scan to Memory 
1231 Optical Mark Page Reader 
1A18 Optical Character Reader 
1A28 Alphameric Optical Reader 

2. Output Equipment—Other than magnetic tape, disk, drum, data cell, 
and special items. 

a) Memory to Card. 
1A02-N1 Card Read-Punch 
1AA2 Card Read-Punch 
1AA2-5 Card Punch. Serial punching at a maximum rate of 160 
columns per second. 

2520-Al Card Read-Punch 
2520-A2, A3 Card Punch. Punches 500 and 300 cards per minute 
depending on model. 
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b) Memory to Printer. 
1052 Typewriter Keyboard 
-1A03 Printer 
lAOA Printer 
14A3 Printer 
1445 Printer 

2201-3 Printer. 132 print positions and 1,100 lines per minute. 
2203-Al Printer. 120 characters per line. 300 to 750 lines 
per minute depending on the set of characters used. 

3, Storage, 

a) Internal Storage. 
Magnetic core memory 
2360-1, -2, -3 Auxiliary Bulk Storage of 65.5, 131, and 262 
thousand byte capacity. Access speed of 2 microseconds. 

2361-1, -2 Core Storage of 1 and 2 million bytes capacity. 
Access speed of 8 microseconds. 

2362-1 Core Storage of 262 thousand bytes capacity with an 
access speed of 1 microsecond. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
2401 Tape Unit 
2402 Tape Unit 
7340 Hypertape Unit 

c) Magnetic Disk 
2302 Disk Storage 
2311 Disk Storage. 7.25 million bytes capacity per inter
changeable disk pack. Average access time is 85 milliseconds 
and the transfer rate is 156,000 bytes per second. 

d) Magnetic Drum 
2301 Drum Storage. A million bytes capacity. Average access 

time is 8.6 milliseconds and the transfer rate is 1.2 million 
bytes per second. 

7320 Drum Storage. 830,000 bytes capacity. Average access 
time is 8.6 milliseconds and the transfer rate is 135,000 
bytes per second. 

e) Data Cell, 
2321 Data Cell Drive, AOO million byte capacity. Access time 
varies with position from 175 to 600 milliseconds. Data 
transfer rate is 55,000 bytes per second. The Data Cell 
drive houses 10 removable and interchangeable data cells, 
each with a capacity of AO million bytes. 

4, Other Input/Output Equipment. 
Data Communications. 

Data Communications Adapter permits the Model 20 to function 
as a point to point data transmission terminal through the 
1009 Data Transmission unit, 1013 Card Transmission terminals, 
and 7701 and 7702 Magnetic Tape Transmission Terminals. 
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1030 Data Collection System. 
1050 Data Communication System. 
1060 Data Collection System—for banks. 
1070 Process Communication System. 
1800 Data Acquisition and Control System. 
1051 Attachment. 

Audio Communications. 
7770 Audio Response Unit. Provides magnetic drum, analog 
coded, recorded voice responses to inquiries made from 
telephone and similar terminals. 

7772 Audio Response Unit. Similar to above except voice 
recorded in digitally coded form on an external disk file. 

Display Units. 
1015-1, -2 Inquiry Display Terminal which presents data from 
storage in either character or graphical form. Each Model 
1 provides the power to support up to five Model 2 units. 

2250-1, -2 Display Unit. A "TV-like" display device used to 
visually present, in alphameric or graphical form, computer-
generated data. A hand-held light pen may be used to enter 
or alter data on the screen. 

The IBM System/360 is a single system constructed with a semi-
compatible components. A number of announced models encompass a wide 
range of application areas—commercial, scientific, communications, 
controls, and combinations of these. Various processors and many 
types of input and output devices are available to permit modifications 
to be made, on a building-block principle, in adapting the system to 
the needs of the user. 

NCR 315 SYSTEM 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1, Input Equipment—Other than magnetic tape or CRAM, 

a) Card to Memory, 
Type 1 units—383-1 Punched Card Reader with speed of AOO 

cards per minute. 50% of cycle time is available for com
puting when reading 80 column cards. 

Type 2 units—380-3 Photoelectric Card Reader with speed of 
2,000 cards per minute. 

b) Paper Tape to Memory. 
362-3 Photoelectric Punched Paper Tape Reader with speed of 
1,000 characters per second. 

c) Optic Reader to Memory. 
A20 Optic Reader (National Optic Font) reads from any NOF cash 
register, adding machine, or accounting machine. 
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• d) MICR Check Sorter. 

A02 Sorter with 355-1 Buffer inputs 750 documents per minute 
(time sharable). 

A07 Sorter, 1,200 documents per minute of mixed size. Con
stant speed. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than magnetic tape or CRAM. 

a) Memory to Card. 
IBM 523 or 5AA Card Punch with NCR 354-1 Card Punch Buffer. 
Speed of 100 or 250 cards per minute. All time is computing 
time. 

b) Memory to Paper Tape. 
371-3 Paper Tape Punch with speed of 110 characters per second. 

c) Memory to Printer. 
3A0-3 High-Speed Printer with speed of 680 alpha-numeric and 
900 numeric lines per minute. 120 printing positions per 
line with 56 printable characters. 

3. Communications. 
321-1 Communication Controller handles 256 input/output communi

cation lines (any mix or speed) allowing remote input from 
any location directly in or out of the system. Input/output 
devices may be any wired NCR equipment (adding machines, cash 
register, accounting machine, teleprinter, or other computers). 

A. Storage. 

a) Magnetic core using slab memory with 12-bit slab structure 
of 2 alphanumeric and 3 numeric. Access time of 6 micro
second cycle time per slab. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
332-202 Tape Unit. Speed, 2A,000, 36,000, or 60,000 characters 
per second. 

332-203 Tape Unit. Speed, 2A,000, 36,000, A0,000, 60,000 or 
90,000 characters per second. 

333-101 Tape Unit. Speed, 120,000 characters per second. 
c) Random Access 

353 Magnetic Card Unit (CRAM). Access time of 200 milliseconds 
(time sharable). Transfer rate 100,000 characters per 
second. 5,555,200 characters per file. 

353-3 Magnetic Card Unit (CRAM). Access time of 200 milliseconds 
(time sharable). Transfer"rate of 38,000 characters per 
second. Contains 16,100,000 characters per file. 

353-2 Same as 353-3 above, except 8 million characters per file 

The NCR 315 is a solid-state, transistorized, magnetic core, expand
able-type computer, primarily designed for business application. 
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UNIVAC 1108 SYSTEM 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

1. Input Equipment—Other than tape, drum, and special items. 

a) Card to Memory. 
800/900-card-per-minute Reader. 

2. Output Equipment—Other than tape, drum, and special items. 

a) Memory to Card. 
300-card-per-minute Card Punch. 

b) Memory to Printer 
700-922-line-per-minute Printer. 

3. Storage. 

a) Internal Storage. 
Magnetic core memory. 125/750 nanosecond cycle time per 36-bit 
work. 

b) Magnetic Tape. 
Uniservo III A. 1,000- to 1,200-characters-per-inch, 100-
inches-per-second, for 100,000 to 120,000-characters-per-
second transfer rate. 

Uniservo VI C. 200-, 556-, and 800-characters-per-inch, A2.7-
inches-per-second, for 8.5-, 23.7-, and 3A.2-thousand-char-
acters-per-second transfer rate. 

Uniservo VIII C. 200-, 556-, and 800-characters-per-inch density, 
120-inches-per-second, for 2A-, 66.7-, and 96.-thousant-char-
acters-per second transfer rate. 

c) Magnetic Drum. 
Flying Head A32 Drum. 262,lAA 36-bit word storage capacity. 
l.AA million-characters-per-second transfer rate. 'A.3 milli
second average access time. 

Flying Head 880 Drum. 786,A32 36-bit word storage capacity. 
360,000-characters-per-second transfer rate. 17 microsecond 
average access time. 

FASTRAND I. 11,010,0A8 36-bit word storage capacity. 360,000-
charaacters-per-second transfer rate. 92 microsecond average 
access time. 

FASTRAND II. 22,020,096 36-bit word storage capacity. 150,900-
characters-per-second transfer rate. 92 microsecond average 
access time. 

A, Other Input/Output Equipment, 
Intercomputer communication with an 1108 or A18 system. 
UNIVAC lOOA as a multiple-function switchable satellite. 
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Real-Time Data Communications System. 
Switched Network. 
Leased Circuit. 
Telpak A Circuit. 

The UNIVAC 1108 System operates in real-time as a solid-state, 
general-purpose computer which provides general-purpose utility across 
the entire range of deta processing activity. Software in the form of 
program support is particularly effective an extensive. 


